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By TAYLOR AppLeGATe

I

’m very excited to bring you
this first issue of Volume
104 of The Trail, representing the 104th year that the University of Puget Sound has had
an independent student newspaper and the 104th year that a
school without a journalism major has pulled together to produce a publication that aims—
and hopefully succeeds—to serve
the needs of not only the student
body of the University but the
Tacoma community as a whole.
Looking back at vintage issues such as the spread pictured from 1911—when it was
called The Maroon—a lot more
has changed than men’s fashion. Women can vote now. There
were two world wars. We even
renovated the S.U.B. Hopefully
The Trail succeeds in reflecting
the constantly changing conditions of the campus and the world.
One way we are adapting to the
present is by continuing to take
steps to increase our online presence. Our website, trail.pugetsound.edu, is updated every Friday at 7 a.m.; this year there will
be more exclusive online content. We are on Facebook (The
Puget Sound Trail) and Twitter
(@PugetSoundTrail); in addition,
Hey Yous can now be submitted anonymously online instead
of exclusively in paper form to
the boxes in Diversions, Oppenheimer and the Cellar (though the
boxes are still fully functional!) at
heyyoupugetsound.tumblr.com.
We will also be continuing to
distribute issues of The Trail
to nearby businesses, including Black Bear Yogurt, Bluebeard
Coffee, Café Brousseau, Metronome Coffee and Shakabrah Java.
If you are reading this in one of
those locations, I hope this newspaper has something for you.
As an independent student publication, there’s always a fine line
to navigate—on the one hand, we
are a teaching organization; as I
mentioned, Puget Sound doesn’t
have a journalism major, so The
Trail is often the primary way for
students who are interested in
journalism to gain experience and
knowledge about the field. We exist, in part, to act as an outlet for
developing writers, copy editors,
editors and graphic designers.
On the other hand, however, this
is a widely read publication—increasingly so in the past year under the leadership of last year’s
Editor-in-Chief Elisabeth Schyberg—and it is vital that we honor our readers by producing the
best quality content possible.
The most important aspect of
The Trail for me, however, is its
function as a platform for the
multitude of voices housed by
the Puget Sound campus and the
Tacoma community. According to our mission statement,
The Trail “provides an open forum for student opinion and disSEE TRAIL PAGE 2
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sexual assault
By ANNA GOeBeL

W

ith sexual assault on college campuses at the forefront of public
attention, students and staff are trying to evaluate the extent of
the problem on campus and how to address it.
The nationwide Campus Sexual Assault Study found that 19 percent of
college women experience sexual assault. However, at the University of
Puget Sound, 2-3 students file a sexual assault report each year. This discrepancy has led many to believe that cases of assault at Puget Sound go
unreported.
“It happens more frequently than you might think…and it’s under-reported so it probably happens more frequently than even we know,” Director of Security Services Todd Badham said.
Incomplete reports, which are reports from third parties or those that do
not result in an official investigation, were up by 170 percent this last year.
“A lot of these assaults are happening in residence halls and at off-campus parties,” Assistant Dean of Students and Director of Student Activities
Marta Palmquist said.
Some University officials believe that there are barriers to reporting that
could be why survivors are not going through the official process.
“There is a stigma behind reporting, which I think is one of the biggest
barriers,” Badham said. “The victim can suffer through the trauma again
SEE ASSAULT PAGE 2
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Yik Yak app provides anonymous forum
By ASHLeY LATHAM

A

nonymity has always been
something that attracts people due to its ability to create “freedom” and “safety.” The
Puget Sound Confessions page has
evolved. Students are using an app
called Yik Yak to post anonymously.
Yik Yak is a seven-month old app
that has made its way on to Puget
Sound’s campus. The app is selfdescribed as an anonymous gossip
app. “It was created by Brooks Buffington and Tyler Droll [...] in 2013,”
according to Yik Yak’s website.
“It just blew up,” co-creator Buffington stated on Yik Yak’s website.
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“One university had 2,000 people sign up within the first day.”
The app serves as an anonymous
forum where people can post an
unlimited amount of “yaks,” almost similar to twitter but anonymous. Yik Yak posts are limited
to 200 characters and can only be
read by people within a 1.5 mile radius of the person who is posting.
Students can be seen checking Yik Yak throughout the day.
The point system that Yik Yak
uses, which is known as Yakarma, turns the app into a sort of
game. Posts become a way for students to gain some form of validation by gaining likes or up-votes.
“Whenever I get a like on
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my post I feel really cool,” first
year Matthew Sherman said. “I
feel like I made people laugh.”
Yakarma is how the app keeps
track of your usage of the app.
Points are earned by posting
“yaks” or comments that get a
lot of likes. Negative points are
earned when a post gets dislikes or
down votes. Points are also earned
by being on the app frequently.
“Yik Yak is an interesting app.
It seems like students at UPS
are using it as a replacement for
the UPS Confessions page,” Assistant Professor in Communication Studies Nick Brody said.
The Puget Sound Confessions page, which was briefly tak-
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en down by its creator, seems
to have had less and less traffic.
“There are many different communications tools available; each
user or community of users decides which tools are most effective in meeting their own
needs,” Puget Sound’s Media Relations Manager Shirley Skeel said.
“Anonymity frees people up to
say and do things that they may
not otherwise say if they were identifiable,” Brody said. “If we knew
who they were they wouldn’t feel
as liberated to say these things.”
The ability to be anonymous plays
a large role in the popularity of apps
SEE YIK YAK PAGE 2
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and websites such as Ask.fm and
Yik Yak. Unlike the confessions
page, Yik Yak is completely anonymous and can’t be taken down.
“People who are in the age demographic of college students have had
a history that has been recorded online,” Brody said. “Whereas an app

ASSAULT
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through the reporting process.
Law
enforcement
has to be careful of that.”
For students who do report assault, there are several avenues in
which to do so. Assaults can be reported to any of the nine designated harassment officers, heads
of academic or administrative departments or security services.
If security services receive a report of an assault that has been
committed within the last 24
hours or up to three days depending on the circumstances, Tacoma Police Department will be
contacted to assist in evidence
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course within the University.”
This means that as Puget Sound’s
largest media publication we have
the opportunity—the responsibility—to provide a place for marginalized groups and identities to
voice their perspectives and claim
a space that they have historically been denied. It is for this reason that, in an attempt to increase
the representation of our campus’s
various identities, I hired a larger
staff of reporters than The Trail
has done in years past, and that I
recruited reporters regardless of
journalistic or writing background.
It is also for this reason that it
is so important to me that writers choose their own article topics, that the Happy Trail continues to promote discussion about
sexuality and that The Trail be as
receptive to feedback as possible.
I’ll say this again. The Trail
needs your feedback and participation. Many of the writers this
semester are new to journalism,
but I’m extremely confident that
they have the skill and drive to do
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like Yik Yak that provides anonymity
allows for them to post without any
recording of their personal identity.”
“Private” or anonymous forums provide a “safe space” for
students to express themselves.
Students get a sense of freedom and safety as they post.
“I think because it’s all anonymous people feel like they can say
whatever they want,” Sherman
said. “People can say weird and
strange things without judgment.”

Yik Yak has the potential to become a forum for bullying and gossip. When mean or hurtful “yaks”
are posted, those posts tend to get
a lot of dislikes. The responsibility
of the posts falls upon the students
posting, not the app or its creators.
“When Snapchat first came out, everyone heralded it as a sexting app,”
Buffington stated on Yik Yak’s website. “Hopefully when we get passed
all of that initially, people will realize
Yik Yak is not just a place for gossip.”

gathering. Harassment officers
and other staff who receive a report of assault are not mandated to report to security or Tacoma police if the student chooses
not to pursue further action.
“The student that is reporting really drives the process,” Badham said.
If the student wishes to move
forward with formal measures, the
University instigates an investigation. In some cases, the results
of the investigation lead to university sanctions against the perpetuator. Sanctions can be anything from required attendance
of programs to eviction from
campus housing to expulsion.
“Violence in this way is just
not acceptable,” Palmquist said.
Puget Sound has implemented several prevention programs

to cease this violence on campus. The annual Green Dot presentation, which is presented to
first year students at orientation,
advocates a cultural shift to reduce power-based sexual violence. Green Dot bystander training and smaller group sessions are
run throughout the year as well.
“We always need to do more…
we’re not quite there yet,”
Palmquist said. “I really do think
we can change this paradigm, we
can shift this culture…I don’t think
it has to be a part of our lives.”
The campus community is attempting to increase dialogue
and expand prevention programs.
At orientation in late August, a
new lecture about consent was added to the schedule after students on
campus pushed for its inclusion.
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On Sept. 21, Transparency, Dialogue and Action: A community response to Sexual Assault
Prevention at Puget Sound took
place at Wheelock Student Center. Keynote speaker Mollie Monahan-Kreishman spoke to attendees about how to deal with
the issue of sexual assault in a way
that is sensitive to the experience
of survivors. The summit also provided a forum for open discussion for community members.
“The summit is really about
shedding some light on the issue,
knowing these difficult dialogues
need to happen…Because it’s the
only way to have any real change,”
summit organizer Palmquist said.
For survivors, there are multiple outlets for support on
campus. This semester, Coun-

For a student’s perspective on the impacts of the yik yak
app, see opinions,
page 3

seling Health and Wellness Services will host a support group
on Thursdays from 3:30-5 p.m.
“The group will be a confidential meeting to provide support for survivors. The group will
be closed, rather than a dropin group. This format allows for
deeper, more trusting relationships to develop and members
typically feel more supported,”
Charee Boulter, CHWS psychologist and Training Director, said.
Other on-campus resources include Peer Allies (student support
group) and the university chaplain.
The Sexual, Gender and Violence Committee will begin meeting this year to evaluate the ways
Puget Sound is addressing the issue of sexual and gender violence.

their jobs well; what we’re missing is you, your voice, your perspective. If a reporter approaches
you for a quote or a photo, please
help them out. If you notice something amiss about the way we report a story, tell me about it. If
you notice that something important is not being covered, bring
it up. We strive to represent this
campus and we can’t do it alone.
Email me at trail@pugetsound.
edu with any questions, comments, concerns or story ideas.
For Puget Sound students and
staff, I will also be holding office
hours this semester on Wednesdays from noon to 2 p.m. in Diversion Café. I would love to hear
from you with any similar concerns you have about the content of The Trail, or just to chat
with you! We also publish Letters to the Editor that we find
applicable
and
appropriate,
sent to the same email address.
Let’s keep the discussion
alive. And remember: the pen
is mightier than the hatchet.

The Maroon: Pictured is a scan of a vintage 1911 issue before The Trail got its current name

Security Report
The following is a breakdown of incidents reported to Security Services
and occurring on campus between
Sept. 1, 2014 and Sept. 22, 2014.
- Bicycle Theft: Five (5) bicycles have
been reported stolen from campus.
With the exception of one theft, all
bicycles were secured with a cable
style lock that was cut. In the one
theft where a U-bolt was used, only
the front tire was secured.
- Motor Vehicle Theft: One vehicle—
a Honda Accord—belonging to a
campus visitor was stolen from the

parking lot at N. 18th and Lawrence
Streets.
- Theft from Vehicle: There have been
two (2) incidents where property was
stolen from vehicles on campus. One
incident occurred near Smith Hall
and the other on Union Avenue near
N. 13th Street.
- Theft: Security staff have written reports on four (4) thefts on campus.
In one case, several expensive books
were stolen from the Bookstore. The
other three involve parts stolen from
bicycles secured to storage racks at
several locations on campus.

The Puget Sound Trail

- Alcohol Violation: Security staff has
contacted four (4) students suspected
of violating University and state alcohol laws.
- Drug Violation: Security staff contacted one student in possession of
marijuana.
- Vandalism: There has been one case
of defacing university property with
malicious writing. The incident occurred in the Science Center.

CRIME PREVENTION TIPS:

to Security Services by calling (253)
879-3311. Security is open 24/7.
- Do not leave valuable property in
your vehicle.
- Secure bicycles with a U-bolt style
lock and lock through the frame.
- Do not walk alone at night. If you
aren’t with a group of friends, take
advantage of the Security Courtesy
Escort service.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham,
Director of Security Services

- Always report suspicious activity
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Why English needs a gender-neutral pronoun
By NICHOLAS BRADY
The spoken English language
contains a wide variety of words,
but it lacks a gender-neutral singular third-person pronoun.
This means that people who do
not identify as either gender must
use pronouns that they feel uncomfortable with, or they can use
the pronouns “they/them,” which
may sound awkward because those
pronouns more often imply plurality.
A gender-neutral singular thirdperson pronoun would be useful
because it would allow people to be
more respectful to those individuals who wish not to be addressed
with gendered pronouns.

“A gender-neutral singular
third-person pronoun
would be useful because it
would allow people to be
more respectful to those
individuals who wish not to
be addressed with gendered
pronouns.”
On campus, both students and
members of the faculty already
recognize this issue.
“I think the respect for the individual, or the student, or the
college, or whoever it is has to be
paramount,” English and gender studies professor Alison Tracy

Hale said. “We are in a time of tremendous flux with respect to gender and identity.”
Currently, “they/them” is the
go-to pronoun for gender-neutral
individuals on the University campus. It serves as a working solution; however, other options do exist.
“There are already so many gender neutral pronouns,” sohpomore Rory Jacobs, who uses “they/
them,” said.
“All you have to do is look up
‘gender neutral pronouns’ on
Google,” Jacobs said. “Basically,
people are just creating new pronouns to make themselves feel
more comfortable.”
The Gender Neutral Pronoun
Blog, found at http://genderneutralpronoun.wordpress.com/, has
published a list of gender-neutral
pronouns.
On that list can be found “ze/
hir.” In fact, the list includes alternatives for “his/hers,” and “himself/herself ” too. They are as follows: “zirs” and “zirself.”
Based on the comprehensiveness of this list, it becomes clear
that the issue at hand is not of one
creating the gender-neutral singular third person pronoun, but one
of popularizing already-existing
ones.
Although nobody should force
students who really do prefer
“they/them” to use alternatives
like “ne/nem,” it would be much
more polite to make the option
available.
For instance, a respectful way
for students and faculty members
to broche the subject would be by
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Pronouns: Using gendered pronouns alienates those who do not identify as either gender
asking the question “which pronouns do you use?”
In response, an individual could
answer with “they/them,” “ze/hir”
or any other set of pronouns.
Using “ze/hir” would also replace “he/she” as a functional
unit. For example, the sentence “if
someone reads a lot, then he/she
will develop a larger vocabulary”
could become “if someone reads

a lot, then ze will develop a larger
vocabulary.”
Even though the social aspect of
the gender-neutral singular thirdperson pronoun is more important
to consider, this efficiency benefit
should not be overlooked.
Certainly, it would be a way to
help people become more familiar
with the new pronouns and thus
more likely to use them.

“Ze/hir” should not replace
“she/he” as separate pronouns. Instead, it should be added to the already existing pronouns.
Although implementing these
new pronouns will not be easy, it is
still important to pursue because
respect for peers makes the campus a better place.

Anonymous messaging sites can be dangerous to students
Hateful remarks and threats have more of an effect than one might think
By JORDYN ATKINSON

PHOTO COURTESY/ KYLE CHONG

YikYak: Anonymity creates a sense that one can say anything without regards for consequences

Nearly one year ago, the anonymous messaging app Yik Yak was
launched and has since become
outrageously popular on college
campuses, Puget Sound being no
exception.
With the ability to effortlessly view location-based messages,
called “yaks,” users are encouraged
to rate and share “news, funny experiences, shout outs, and jokes,”
according to the developer’s description in the App Store.
Unfortunately, some college students have put a much more negative spin on their yaks: a spin that is
possibly quite dangerous to others.
Through the app’s “peek” feature, it is simple to view the feeds
from schools across the country.
Doing so, it is clear to see that instances of offensive or hateful behavior have become a widespread
phenomenon that needs to end.
On the upside, Puget Sound’s
feed mostly displays harmless
missed connections, alerts of
spilled food on campus and sarcastic tips for first-year students.
Comments like these do not hurt
anyone and can even be fun to look
at.
However, certain yaks have begun to target specific individuals
and groups on campus with a more
mean-spirited goal.
Comments may insult individuals and groups and it is these that
are detrimental to everyone.
One yakker went so far to make
the assertion that “Yik Yak is the
burn book of 2014.”
Even the most prestigious
schools in the country cannot escape the negative influence known
as Yik Yak.

Ivy League universities are
struggling with nameless bullies
and the alienation of students resulting from the application’s everupdating comment feed.
Not all students condone this behavior, however.
“It’s hypocritical that guys sitting behind a keyboard are calling
girls ugly, when it’s actually their
actions that are ugly,” first-year
student Jack Springer of Princeton
University said.
According to the American
Academy of Pediatrics, one in five
students have reported being victims of cyber bullying, and anonymity only impedes the efforts of
authorities to identify bullies and
take action against them.
“There are no repercussions and
people are allowed to say the rudest
things they can think of,” first year
Sonya Maple said.
Problems associated with other
anonymous social media are not
contained within college communities.
Schools all over the country are
being disrupted by unidentified
messages, some with much more
serious ramifications.
For instance, on Sept. 16 a
15-year-old student was arrested
for using Yik Yak to make multiple bomb threats against his high
school in Mt. Sinai, N.Y.
Many parents kept their students
home and called to report the presumed danger to officials. Due to
the lack of an aggressor’s name, efforts to stop any potential emergencies were made extremely difficult.
Incidents like these illustrate the
dangers behind anonymous message sites; it becomes impossible to
see YIK YaK page 4
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Passages creates opportunities for first years

New students get to know Puget Sound during a whirlwind orientation

PHOTO COURTESY/UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND

Orientation: First years spend their first week at Puget Sound getting educated about the campus, the city of Tacoma and the Pacific Northwest in general.

By SOFIA SCHWARTZ
The beginning of college can
be nerve-racking: a new chapter in life, a new school, a new
city and for some, a new state.
However, Puget Sound’s orientation program, Preludes, Perspectives and Passages, consistently proves its capability at
alleviating the fear for new students.
A few days after arriving on
campus, every batch of first years
at the University is thrown into
the three P’s of orientation—Prelude, Perspectives and Passages—
and this year was no exception.
Prelude introduces students to
college-level academics in a oneday course that gives a rundown on
how to write like a college student.
Many participants from this
year said it granted them a useful glimpse into what their future classes would be like,
but opinions about the Prelude
experience
varied.
“I had expected something
that introduced us into “college life,” but instead I got a

YIK YAK
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tell what is a real threat and what
is not.
Perhaps one more innocent benefit to anonymous messaging apps
could be a sense of a community
willing to listen, or an opportunity to get noticed without the risk of

class setting that seemed pretty
much pointless,” first-year Sage
Pintler said. “It was moderately interesting stuff, but there was
no continuation of the material so I felt like it was a dead end.”
Prelude is somewhat pointless for most students, but experiences became more positive as the week went on.
The next P, Perspectives, was
a day of community service at
various locations in Tacoma.
“I really liked getting out
into the community,” first-year
Erik Anderegg said of his Perspectives experience volunteering at a local community garden.
As always, the final phase of orientation is Passages, a three-day
excursion during which students
either spend their time hiking
the surrounding mountains, canoeing on the Sound or dabbling
in various activities at base camp.
The overwhelming majority of
students greatly enjoyed their time
in the outdoors, an opportunity
that makes Passages and Orientation Week in general so valuable.

“I made so many friends through
backpacking along the Duckabush
River,” first year Keala Yang said.
Yang was not the only one who
felt the same. The Passages experience gave a handful of strangers the opportunity to become
a close-knit group of friends.
Previously, first years did not
have the opportunity to get to
know anybody beyond his or her
name and home state, so three
days in such an individualized
group was a nice change of pace.
At closing campfire—the event
that rounded out Orientation Week
and signaled the end of Prelude,
Perspectives and Passages—each
Passages group created a cheer
referencing some event that took
place during their time together.
These chants were usually filled with inside jokes and
while outsiders looked on perplexed, the groups would sit down,
laughing amongst themselves.
While Maroon group, the first
half of first years to attend Passages,
had beautiful weather for their entire stay, White group, the second

half, was not so lucky. They had to
deal with sporadic showers of rain.
Those at base camp could run to
some sort of shelter to keep dry, but
others didn’t have that option while
hiking or floating across the Sound.
Despite the rain, Passages is still valuable. For many, it
even served as a highlight; going through rough times together can help bond a group for
good, helping first years to find
their first new friends at school.
“Everybody just kept enjoying
the moment even though they were
getting soaked,” first year Madeline Kerala Stine said, referring
to the downpour at closing campfire. “It was a good final moment.”
This downpour was one
of the many stories that students were talking about upon
their return from Passages.
Passages is valuable because it leads to unique experiences that help to ready one
for their first days of college.
Taking time before the stress
of classes to get outside and
get oriented is crucial to mak-

ing first years a little less nervous. These experiences can be
meaningful, silly or both, but all
of them are valuable memories.
First year Meagan Mackay’s
Passages group woke up with
their breakfast of oatmeal missing. During the night some animals, likely raccoons, had taken it.
They had a great solution for their
predicament—instead, they ate
their leftover s’mores for breakfast.
It was moments like these
that
brought
the
Passages groups so close together.
This is such a boon at this time
when first years really need a
group to depend on. Many are far
from home and have little to no
support system established within
their new surroundings. But within those three days they were given the feeling of being included.
“Orientation week really made
me feel like a part of the Puget
Sound Community,” Yang said.
Most people remember their
first few days of college; at Puget
Sound, students have a first week of
college that they will never forget.

rejection.
This has the capability to be the
foundation for constructive results,
instead of negative.
“It could be a type of therapy if
someone’s friends are too busy to
listen,” Maple said.
Anonymous forums have the
potential to provide an outlet for
those who feel more comfortable
detaching themselves from identification.

Although they have been around
for decades, today’s mobile applications create an easier space for such
expressions.
No matter the reason that users decide to register for platforms
such as Yik Yak, it is the responsibility of those people to make a
productive difference within the
online community.
Rather than creating offensive
or negative posts, yakkers should

write comments that are positive,
complimentary or insightful for
their readers.
Whether it is a form of affection
that someone does not have the
confidence to say in person, or simply an innocuous joke whose author does not wish to be revealed,
there are legitimate reasons that
people would wish to remain anonymous.
There is an enormous differ-

ence between being reluctant to
say something bold, and being
too ashamed to be identified with
something malicious.
Our school is the perfect community to demonstrate how an
anonymous application, such as
Yik Yak, can showcase the inclusive, caring and lively community that is the University of Puget
Sound.

Want your opinion to be heard?

If you have a strong reaction to an article, email us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us.
Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
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HEY YOU! Opp barista…why are
you so awesome and pretty?!
HEY YOU! Stop using personal
wireless routers, they mess up everyone’s signal and they DON’T
WORK! Thanks :)
HEY YOU! Tech Services! Think
we could get a little more bandwith up in here? Just trying to
binge watch Game of Thrones before my ice cream melts. Buffering
takes FOREVER

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the boxes in Diversions, The Cellar or Oppenheimer
Cafe.
The Trail will never publish Hey Yous that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups or are hateful or libelous in nature. A full
description of the policy can be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.

HEY YOU! Ladies of the finest
triple on campus, you’re the most
kind and beautiful roomies a girl
could have.
HEY YOU! Join the belly dance
club! Starting up in October. Email
me at upsbellydance@gmail.com
HEY YOU! Sexy Macklemore
look-alike that came to The Cel-

lar Friday night! Thanks for being
a perfect person and being so patient when it took so long to make
your pizza AND helping us put
away chairs! Much Love, the people of The Cellar
HEY YOU! Ya make great egg
cupcakes
HEY YOU! Your intelligence is
mad hot and I like hearing you
speak so keep it up
HEY YOU! Homestucks of UPS! I
know you’re out there! Let’s talk!
Hey you, new Opprista! I hear you
are finally single! I CALL DIBS!
Hey you red-headed yoga girl! You
do them lattes right.
HEY YOU! Where’d the genderneutral restrooms in Wheelock
go? (or the rest of campus for that
matter). Reeeaaally need to pee…
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HEY YOU! Porpoise King. You’re
the sexiest man I’ve ever knownsitting on your face is my calling
in life.
HEY YOU! Thesis-writing seniors!
Come to Thesis Hour every Sunday from 5-6 p.m. in Howarth 109
for all your thesis-writing needs!
HEY YOU! Congratulations, new
RDG dancers!
HEY YOU! You’re perfect exactly
the way you are. <3
HEY YOU! Club presidents/emailers. PLEASE BCC your email list
so we don’t have to scroll for an
hour before getting to your fantastic info. Thanks, People who actually read your emails
HEY YOU! Queen of Sleep, I’m
glad we’re friends!

Campus community shares Sexual perfection:
thoughts on sex positivity an unobtainable goal
By GReGORY GROpAGe
A
first-year
student
of
the
University
of
Puget
Sound sits in Diversions
Café, awaiting their steaming and caffeinated beverage.
She glances around her, hoping to find a distraction for
the ensuing wait, and her eyes
alight upon a new edition
of The Trail, open to a section entitled The Happy Trail.
“Ah yes!” the student thinks,
“I’ve
heard
of
this—the
sex-positive source for student expression and information on sexual matters.”
And yet this new student cannot help but think, “What does
being ‘sex- positive’ mean?”
Perhaps you have been, or currently are, in the same state as
this student, and perhaps you
too have wondered about the
definition of “sex-positive.”
Google it and the first definition to come up is from Wikipedia: “The sex-positive movement
is a social movement that promotes and embraces open sexuality with few limits beyond an
emphasis on safe sex and the importance of informed consent.”
Still confused, you scroll
through the subsequent search
results, finding some factual
and legitimate definitions, such
as that of Colorado State University’s Women and Gender
Advocacy Center, writing that
“as a broad ideology and world
view, sex-positivity is simply
the idea that all sex, as long as
it is healthy and explicitly consensual, is a positive thing.”
You may also stumble upon
some more dubious or even
alarming definitions, such as
that of the website Urban Dictionary, which defines “sex-positive” as “continuing to engage in
erotic behavior and continuing
to pursue an active sex life despite having been infected with
a sexually transmitted disease,
the term usually refers to HIV.”
But this is an article for
Puget Sound! So what do

the good people of the University say on the matter?
Queer Alliance President Alix
Melton spoke on behalf of Queer
Alliance, a student organization
meant to provide a safe space
for all students and a community and organization for Queer
and Ally students. “[Queer Alliance] defined sex-positivity
as respecting the sexual choices of all people,” Melton said.
“So long as all parties are respectful and consenting. This
includes choosing not to have
sex or not having sexual desire. We also acknowledge that
sex-positivity is a multifaceted idea that requires further,
deeper discussions rather than
a focus on defining the issue.”
Professor of Religion and Gender Studies Program Director
Greta Austin stated that, as a
department, the Gender Studies Program could make no
comment on its stance on sexpositivity, given its nature as
an academic subject within the
program, but did reveal some
of the movement’s history.
“Sex positivism arose out of
certain branches of secondwave feminisms,” Austin said.
“Some thought that only lesbians or women having sex with
other women expressed viable
ways of reclaiming female sexuality—that male domination was
inevitable in heterosexual activity, even if consensual. Others,
such as Shulamith Firestore or
Gayle Rubin, felt that reclaiming female sexuality meant getting beyond patriarchal norms
to explore fuller domains of human sexuality, but believed that
such exploration did not necessarily have to be limited only to
those identifying as women.”
Austin also suggested Rosemarie Tong's Feminist Thought: A
Comprehensive Introduction as
an introductory exploration of
the history of feminist traditions.
Peer Allies, a club on campus
with the purpose of supporting
victims of sexual violence, emphasized sex positivity’s demand

for safe, consensual and healthy
expressions of human sexuality.
“As a social movement whose
aim is to empower all individuals, it is important to recognize
that sex positivism includes all
individuals and their consensual expressions of sexuality,
from those who practice abstinence to those who do not,”
peer ally Brandon Johnson said.
When asked about what focuses the school should have
when attempting to better
demonstrate sex positivity, the
answers began to vary more.
“The campus should focus on
queer inclusivity, better education about slurs and triggering language, and expanding
the definition of consent beyond sexual acts,” Melton said.
“We should also focus on creating a campus community
where people are held responsible for violating the reasonable expectation of safety.”
“For people to feel comfortable with expressing their sexuality in consensual and safe
ways, there has to be a ‘youdo-you’ culture,” Johnson said.
“Knowing that we don’t live in
a perfect culture, Peer Allies
is here to support those who
have experienced judgment
when expressing their consensual expressions of sexuality.”
Both Melton and Johnson
praised the presentations of
Babeland and the school’s consent workshops, with Johnson giving particular praise
to the new student Orientation’s Consent Program with
the creative help of Karen B. K.
Chan’s video, “Jam Sessions.”
And so let us hope that the
new student leafing through
The Happy Trail may find understanding and hope in the
words of the University community, and that all new students feel the sex-positive support of their new community.

By MiA HORNAe
Practice makes perfect. But
does this prove true for our sexual lives? No matter how amazing one is while in the bedroom
(or on the couch, on the floor,
outdoors, et cetera) there is always a disconnect between how
we imagine things to unfold
and what actually happens.
Did I put that in the right
place? Was I communicating enough with my partner?
Regardless, things never go exactly as we draw them up in our
head; it is impossible for things
to go ‘perfectly’ if there are
two (or more) people involved.
There are simply too many variables to be taken into account.
No one is immediately cognizant of their partner’s needs and
nuances, and this creates unneeded anxiety for those stuck
in a perfectionist mind-set.
We all want to be Aphrodite.
Practice will help you be better in bed, but it is important to realize that perfection is an unobtainable goal.
If you are both participating in consensual sex, then you
are obviously doing something
right. Let your partner’s attraction to you be enough.
At fi rst I thought this sexual
apprehension was only something some of my close friends
and I experienced, but it is actually a documented psychological phenomenon. In a recent Psychology Today article,
Dr. Susan Whitbourne explains
that there are four types of sexual perfectionists: those wishing their partners to be perfect,
those wanting to be perfect for
their partners, those that feel society wants them to be perfect,
and those who feel their partners expect them to be perfect.
Most people, especially us college folk, likely fit into one of
these perfectionist categories.
The varying extent to which we
all fall victim to these internal
and external pressures is personal. Whether you obsess, or just

have the occasional unease, stop
worrying! That moment of pure
bliss could be missed if all you’re
thinking about is whether or not
you are doing everything right.
So, do you—and whoever else
you want to do, but don’t get
caught up on every single blunder. Sex, like life, is full of imperfections. Trying to smooth
out all the wrinkles is absurd.
The good news for those who
fall into the perfectionist mentality is that it means you care.
If you want to be better, you will
care enough to work at it and be
focused when it is time to perform the task at hand. Th is is
good. Wanting to perform at crazy levels to satisfy your partner,
though, could be unrealistic.
There is a fi ne line between wanting to create a mutually pleasurable experience and simply being
obsessed with performance.
If you are worried about how
you are performing, it doesn’t
hurt to, get this: ask. Talk about
it with your partner. Even if
it’s a one-night stand, ask your
counterpart how things are going on their end. Th is will quell
the qualms and allow you to do
what your emotions tell you.
Some like to get lost in a wild
moment. Others enjoy slow calculated movements. Open communication is an integral part
when trying to fi nd what’s best.
Listen to what your partner
likes and respond to it however you know how. That’s all
you can do. Anything beyond
this will draw your attention
away from your partner in
the hot and steamy moment.
Whether you are into shaking
the halls of Tremble with passionate, unwieldy sex, or a slow, sensual roll in the hay with Marvin
Gaye playing in the background,
be confident and simply do the
best you can in the moment. Any
worries about making things
“perfect” will just add extra
anxiety to love-making, which
is, if we’re being honest, difficult
enough to navigate anyway.
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Race and Pedagogy National Conference:
Beginning with education to find a purpose
“What now?:” The University of Puget Sound brings speakers
to campus to discuss mapping a new critical consciousness
By BRIANNA BOLTON

S

tudents have heard about
the race and pedagogy
national
conference
(rpnc) from emails,
posters or talking with professors.
most know that angela davis
delivered the opening address;
harvard professor, henry lewis,
Jr. will answer the question of
diversity
and
understanding
diversity and genetics, but
why attend the race and
pedagogy national conference?
Similar to the title of this year’s
initiative “What noW is the Work
of education and Justice?” the
origin of the rpnc can be traced
back to the question “What is the
role of race in the development
of curriculum?” that dexter
gordon, professor and director

“One of the goals of the
rPNC is to make sure
that each cohort has
the opportunity to be
immersed in a conference
of this caliber, addressing
these questions with some
of the best scholars in the
world.”
of race and pedagogy national
conference, asked his fellow
staff members back in 2006.
Both of these questions attempt

to map a new critical conscience
by merging the voices of those
who have attempted to address,
those who wish to learn and those
who are simply interested in the
relationship between race and
education, race and biology, or
ethics, religion, faith and values.
professor gordon came to the
university of puget Sound in 2002.
until
2006,
gordon
was
holding ‘Brown Bag Sessions’
two to four times per year,
which discussed the role of race
in the university’s curriculum.
the ‘Brown Bag Sessions’
sessions
initially
drew
only
30
staff
members.
By Sept. 29, 2006, the sessions
lasted three days, brought in
2,000 people, and were renamed
the race and pedagogy program.
“the success of the conference
was a surprise,” gordon said.
“a number of people on
campus asked whether we
could get 60 people to attend.”
after the great success of the
race and pedagogy program, the
planning committee wanted to build
on their achievement constructing
what we see today, the race and
pedagogy national conference.
“one of the goals of the rpnc is
to make sure that each cohort has
the opportunity to be immersed
in a conference of this caliber,
addressing
these
questions
with some of the best scholars
in the world.” gordon said.
the
rpnc
has
provided
the university with primary
resources that students can use
well after the conference is over.

For example, one of the
overarching
topics
in
the
past two conferences is the
achievement gap, or the disparity
in academic performance between
different groups of students.
according to statistics from
the Federal Bureau of prisons
2014, the proportion of inmates
in jail for nonviolent crimes is
more than 60 percent, and the
majority of crimes committed
by
minors
are
nonviolent.
“the prison system is also an
issue because young people have to
deal with racial bias, and are overly
incarcerated in our prisons,” nancy
Bristow, professor of history
and volunteer coordinator, said.
Bristow has worked with rpnc
since its beginnings in 2006.
“i love adding 1,000 people to

“...you’re there to learn
what’s going on and how
you can help.”
campus and seeing all kinds of
different people hold conversations
together,”
Bristow
said.
“i love watching the sense
of
discovery
in
people
as
the
event
goes
on.”
the rnpc does not just function
as a platform for a multitude of
lectures, panels, and presentations
for students to observe and learn
something new, but it also serves
as an extension of their education.
it is a conference brought to

induce conversation so that
students can apply what they deem
as important to the community.
nakisha reneé Jones, president
of the Black Student union on
campus, attended the rpnc in 2010.
after hearing of the achievement
gap and the mass incarceration
of citizens of color, Jones had
idea for a university scholarship.
the scholarship was approved in
February for the 2014-15 academic
year. it aims to assist students
with books and other expenses
beyond tuition, room and board.
By doing this, the scholarship
allows the student to focus on
academic success at the university.
this scholarship is just one
example of how students can take
what they learn from the rpnc
and carry it into their community.
“you’re not just going [to the
conference] to listen, you’re going
there to learn what’s going on and
how you can help,” Jones said.
With plans of starting a
mentorship program for high
school as well as college students,
the BSu is developing other
ways to extend themselves
further into the community.
With the second day of the
rpnc ending, there is still the
chance to take part in the 39
concurrent sessions on Saturday.
the rpnc demonstrates that,
“it’s important that students learn
that it’s ok to hold discussion
about
important
intellectual
issues that are often avoided in
our society,” as Bristow said.
What now, can you do?

Student vs. teacher: is there neutral ground
to using electronic devices in class?
By ADA SMITH
as technology becomes more
prevalent and useful, teachers
and students need to find ways to
incorporate these new advances
with traditional teaching methods.
Teachers are finding themselves
discouraging laptop use to take
notes in class due to it impeding
academic performance. however,
students find that using a laptop
to take notes is more convenient.

“i’m able to go back and
add notes in later without
making things into a mess.
Plus there’s the beauty
of underlining, bolding
letters, highlighting, and
italicizing.”
“i prefer taking notes on the
computer because i can type faster
than i write and [the computer]
will
correct
[my]
spelling,”
sophomore eden ehrmann said.
as more communication is being
conducted
through
computers,
students are finding that writing
is becoming more cumbersome
and
obtuse,
whereas
typing
is
becoming
second
nature.
typing notes on a computer not only
increases the speed of note taking, but
it also enhances the notes that are taken.
“i’m able to go back and add

notes in later without making
things into a mess. plus there’s
the
beauty
of
underlining,
bolding
letters,
highlighting,
and italicizing,” ehrmann said.
using a laptop also has the added
advantage of copy and paste,
which comes in handy for typed
essays and other assignments.
“if i need to share with friends
or possibly use notes in a paper,
the ideas are already typed up
for me to draw from, therefore
saving time,” ehrmann said.
While the convenience behind
using a laptop in class definitely
has a sound argument, the reasons
against it are also significant.
teachers see the use of laptops
in class as distractions not only for
those using them, but also for those
around the students with the device.
“When you’re on the other side you
can kind of see people’s eyes scrolling
around and you can tell they aren’t
reading an article,” visiting assistant
professor denise glover said.
glover had the opportunity over
the summer to become a student
again herself and saw first-hand what
goes on behind a computer screen.
glover saw students distracted
by
social
media
websites
and
non-related
articles.
“What happens with electronic
devices is you end up having a
side conversation,” glover said.
Table talk is fine as long as it’s
relevant, but teachers don’t want
their students talking to each other

during class about non-related
topics and the same goes for laptops.
however, recent studies done by
hembrooke & gay in 2003 showed

“Those in the paper
note-taking condition
scored better on the
comprehension test than
those in the laptop notetaking condition.”

that even when students were
looking up related articles, they still
had poorer retention of the course
material than students who didn’t
use laptops in class. there is also
overwhelming evidence that proves
handwriting notes improves retention
and understanding more than typing.
“those in the paper note-taking
condition scored better on the
comprehension test than those in
the laptop note-taking condition,”
according to a study conducted
by duran and Frederick in 2013.
however divided this topic
may seem, teachers and students
are finding ways to compromise
note-taking in the classroom.
“despite best intentions and even if
i really like a class, i will sometimes
find myself distracted by other things
on my computer,” ehrmann said.

ANGELA DAVIS

Civil rights activist, prison
abolitionist, and professor
emerita at University of
California, Santa Cruz;
KeYNOTe: Sept. 25, 7-9 p.m.

HENRY LEWIS GATES, JR.

harvard University professor
and director of the W.e.B. Du
Bois research institute for
african and african american
research; KeYNOTe: Sept. 27,
4-6 p.m.

WINONA LADUKE

“So while i love my computer for the
environmental and indigenous
speed and ease of taking notes, regular
note taking is probably better overall.”
peoples’ rights advocate,
glover makes the same concession
and former Green Party vicein her classrooms, allowing students
to bring their laptops to class if she presidential candidate; KeYNOTe:
has assigned an online reading.
Sept. 26, 8:30-10:30 a.m.
“i would like people to have
the articles there with them as
we are discussing,” glover said.
Some students also require the use
of laptops for note taking, or find
handwriting a slow enough process
that it’s actually detrimental to them to
try and take traditional notes in class.
as long as students communicate
with their teachers about their
situation, there shouldn’t be a problem.
however, laptops are not the
only device that students may use
to take notes in class. more and
more students, noticeably first years,
are using devices such as livescribe
and equil to take notes.
these new advances are pens that
can record what is being said while EDUARDO BONILLA-SILVA
you write and wirelessly transfer
what you write to laptop or tablet.
Duke University professor of
these new devices help bridge
sociology and author of the
the
gap
between
expanding
highly-acclaimed book racism
technology
and
the
timetested method of handwriting.
Without racists;
While they may still be out of
KeYNOTe:
student’s budget, running at around
$150, these pens may be the next
Sept. 27, 8:30-10:30 a.m.
step for classrooms that both
student and teacher agree upon.
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Port of Tacoma hosts S.U.B. expansion benefits both
students and staff on campus
Maritime Fest for a
weekend
By DANA DONNELLY

El Primero!: This yacht was constructed in San Francisco,
California in 1893

By ROSA BRANDT
If you happen to have gone to the
Maritime Fest last weekend, you
may have seen Joseph Govednik
walking around dressed as a pirate
and setting off a cannon at the top
of every hour. The cannon was
aboard El Primero, a historic yacht
built in 1893, which was moored in
the Tacoma Port for the weekend
alongside other historic vessels.
The annual Tacoma Maritime
festival, which was held on Sept.
20 and 21, is more than just
another festival. It represents the
rich history of the Port and its
importance for residents today.
“Something that Sue Schaeffer,
Maritime Fest’s Director, has
focused on, is to bring as many
maritime
craftspeople
and
professionals as possible to come
out and showcase what they do,”
Luisa Lam said. Lam is a volunteer
for The Foss Waterway Seaport.
“These jobs need people, but no
one knows about them. And a lot
of people are out of touch with the
waterfront and all the things it has to
offer. Maritime Fest is a great way
to bring it all back to the forefront.”
Foss Waterway Seaport is one
of the main organizations helping
the Maritime Fest come to life.
Govednik works as Curator of
Collections for the organization.
He emphasized that this year
the festival was hoping to be
family-friendly by providing a
children’s area, toy boat building
and featuring the work of a LEGO
certified professional, Dan Parker.
However, that does not mean that
college kids cannot be entertained
as well as learn about the history
of Tacoma at the Maritime
Fest. Visitors were allowed to
board certain yachts, the vintage
restoration boat shop was open,
and thanks to KeyBank, entry

Destiny: One of two Port of
Tacoma’s Fireboats that is 30feet long and can pump 1800
gallons of water per minute

to the Foss Waterway Seaport
museum was free of charge.
By choosing the University of Puget
Sound and Tacoma as our home, we
should be aware of the historical
importance of this city’s port.
“It’s a good way to get off
campus and see the culture
we
live
in,”
University
student Corinne Harlan said.
Harlan has been hard at work
since last March, interning for
the Maritime Fest. As a business
major she has been working
behind-the-scenes to help the
festival live up to its potential.
“This is a very significant festival
for Tacoma, now in its 22nd year,
because the working waterfront
is such a huge part of the city’s
history. It’s what made Tacoma
the ‘City of Destiny.’” Lam,
who was most excited to see the
various boats, said she was helping
coordinate volunteers and keep the
sponsors happy this past weekend.
“In the future, it is just going
to get bigger,” Harlan said.
Even if you didn’t make it
this year, consider attending
next year for the vendors, food,
live music, tours, water-based
activities and historic boats.
In the meantime students can learn
in other ways about the history of
Tacoma’s port. The Foss Waterway
Seaport is located in the last
remaining wheat warehouse that was
built along the waterfront in 1900.
“We have four parts: the museum,
the marine science education
program, the heritage boat shop,
and an event space,” Govednik
said. The museum currently
features displays on vintage scuba
equipment (on loan from Flashback
Scuba Museum in Tacoma) and
Fishing in Puget Sound. Willits
Canoes—built
between
1908
and 1967—are also displayed.
Perhaps the most relevant display
for some University of Puget Sound
students is the ocean rowboat that
was used by four University alumni
in their adventure racing across the
Atlantic Ocean. The boat, which was
once featured on National TV and is
now sitting in the Seaport, is a good
opportunity for interested students.
The Foss Waterway Seaport and the
various waterfront events including
last weekend’s all aim to encourage
community members to make use
of this beautiful area of Tacoma,
especially while the weather is nice.
“The goal of the festival is to
encourage greater use of the
waterfront, for leisure, for business,”
Lam said. “It is a great attraction
that Tacoma has at to offer, and
the Maritime Fest hopes to bring
people out so that the waterfront
is used to its full potential.”

With the new school year comes
a newly renovated Wheelock
Student
Center
and
Diner.
The changes made to the Diner
include a larger kitchen, additional
seating areas, an allergy-friendly
station, more food options and
many other modifications, all
of which have contributed to
campus
sustainability
efforts.
The
Diner’s
kitchen
has
tripled in size and food quality
has improved as a result.
The larger kitchen allows Dining
and Conference Services to
purchase fresher food, improving
the dining experience for consumers.
“We used to have to buy things
like melon pre-cut. There’s a huge
difference now that we can prepare
our food on site,” Terry Halvorson,
Director of Dining Services, said.
In addition to the larger kitchen,
due to the expansion of the
Wheelock Student Center, there
are more areas for students to sit.
The Marshall Hall wing includes
21 new tables which have created an
additional 160 compared to last year.
Students are grateful for the

added seating accommodations.
“It can get really crowded
during lunch rush. I can always
find somewhere to sit now,”
sophomore Audrey Kaufman said.
Returning students may take note
of the absence of the Diner’s previous
vegan and vegetarian station.
“We started the vegan/vegetarian
station in 1998. At the time,
it was revolutionary,” Terry
Halvorson said. “Now, vegan and
vegetarian food is very common.
So what we’ve tried to address
instead is student allergies.”
The
allergy-friendly
station
offers many options for those
who have dietary restrictions.
Vegan and vegetarian options
are still available, but are spread
out among the other food stations.
The
food
changes
and
improvements include a salad bar
containing exclusively organic
offerings and a tossed salad daily.
The Grab & Go section of the Diner
has been expanded and now includes
exotic offerings such as sushi.
In addition, a two-sided sandwich
station that helps to minimize lines
during the lunch and dinner rushes

has been added. Students will also
notice the Coke Freestyle machines
that have been added, which
offer more than 140 beverages.
“Our hope was that this would
discourage students from purchasing
canned and bottled beverages. It’s
working,” said Terry Halvorson.
While the Diner renovation
presents many changes, student
favorites remain. The Diner still
serves waffles on weekends as well as
biscuits and gravy on Wednesdays.
Another change to the Diner
has been its increased efforts for
sustainability. With the renovation
comes a trayless dish return, TV
monitors displaying menu options,
and three InSinkErators that enable
waste to be turned into Tagro, a
fertilizer made and used by the
city of Tacoma. The trayless dish
return saves water, the TV monitors
minimize the use of paper and the
InSinkErators allow for waste to
be recycled instead of landfilled.
The benefits of renovating the
S.U.B. have not only expanded
options and space for students on
campus, but staff members as well.

BLP: Not just about leadership
By ANACRISTINA
SOMARRIBA
What is the Business Leadership
Program? How is it different
from the School of Business
and
Leadership?
Hopefully
this article can clarify and
answer what makes it such a
unique program on campus.
BLP is an honors program
within the SBL that celebrated
its first graduating class in
1988 of 16 students according
to
the
Tamanawas,
1988
and has since then grown
into a program of about 100.
As the title suggests the
BLP
is
about
leadership.
It focuses on the development
of students into leaders, not
only on campus, but also in
their lives and careers beyond
Puget Sound. Values that are
key to the BLP are integrity,
honesty, open-mindedness and
learning to be both a leader and
a follower in team situations.
BLP is about challenging one
another to be the best one can be.
The program addresses these
core values in four ways:
cohort
classes,
seminars,
mentorships and internships.
It consists of about 25
students in the same year
taking 7 classes during their
undergraduate
experience.
The cohort provides a safe
space for “more interesting
conversations and dialogue that
challenges everyone,” senior
BLP student Stewart Miller said.
“I notice the difference between
a cohort BLP class and a noncohort class. There is a sense
of competition in BLP, which
makes classes more enjoyable.”
Seminars
and
field
trips
expose BLP students to a
variety of industries, companies
and career paths in order to
connect them to the real world.
One example is the field trip
to Creature, an advertising
company in Seattle created by
Puget Sound alums, catered to
sophomores taking their cohort
International Marketing class.
Program Director and business
professor Nila Wiese seeks
to create a balance between a

diverse set of seminars while
responding to student interest.
Seminar speakers are often BLP
alums looking for a way to give
back to the program, such as the
yearly Boeing internship seminar.
Sophomore BLP students are
matched up with two mentors
based off their area of interest
during their sophomore year.
They are also a great source
of satisfaction and benefit for
students who see their mentor
not only as someone to add
to their professional network,
but also as someone who
genuinely cares about their life.
“My mentor is always asking
how he can help and was
able to get me meetings with
some of his colleagues. His
advice and input have been
beneficial to me throughout my
college career,” Miller said.
The last aspect of BLP is the
required internship, which allows
students to acquire real world
experience, put into practice what
they learned in the classroom
and learn about a new career.
Students have interned at a
variety of companies throughout
the country and the world, such
as Target and Wilcox Real Estate
Investment Management in Spain.
These four aspects aim to
increase student’s professional
networks, connect what students
learn in the classroom to the
real world and lastly develop
leadership
and
followership.
So, how does one become part
of BLP? Students interested in

the program must apply through a
separate application when they are
high school seniors but can also
apply in their first year of college.
“There’s no formula for
picking a BLP student. It is a
very wholistic process. We do
look at GPA and test scores,
but we try to focus more on the
individual and their contribution
to the group,” Wiese said.
So what does this mean
for the rest of campus who
is not a business major?
The BLP offers opportunities
to the entire campus. Each
semester a diverse group of
speakers come to campus sharing
information about their company,
industry or life experiences.
Throughout
its
29
years
BLP has managed to foment
strong
relationships
with
companies
and
alumni.
These aspects of the program
create a solid foundation and
network that is ready to help all
Puget Sound students who are
looking for guidance regarding
their life after Puget Sound.
“I’d hope to see BLP as a
group that is really known
by everyone for producing
good leaders,” Miller said.
While many on campus may not
know the finer details of the BLP,
BLP students are everywhere.
Whether it’s on the field, in
the dance room, interning in
various companies, in Greek
life or working at the S.U.B.,
BLP
students
are
leaders.
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Backup quarterback rises above expectations
Hans Fortune, backup to start the season, leads the Loggers
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Logger football: Hans Fortune drops back for a pass during their first game of the season.

By ZAL ROBLES

T

he Logger football team
opened up its season with
a week-one victory and a
week-two defeat.
In the season opener against
Clairemont-M-S (three colleges
with one athletic department) the
Loggers won 13-10.
Senior linebacker and captain
Max Miranda (Klamath Falls, Ore.)
led the team with 14 total tackles
and 11 solo tackles. Junior safety
Matt Gilbert (Bellevue, Wash.) led
the team in interceptions with two.
Gilbert also had 11 total tackles
and eight solo tackles.
This was Gilbert’s first game back
since injuring his shoulder against
the Bearcats on Nov. 10, 2012.
“It feels great being back out there

on the field. It’s great being able to
play with all my friends again,” Gilbert said about his return.
Senior corner back Nassar Abdelrasul (Salem, Ore.) had the team’s
third interception with a minute
and 45 seconds left in the first half.
Abdelrasul returned the interception for 40 yards, setting up sophomore quarterback Hans Fortune
(Kenmore, Wash.) for a touchdown
pass.
On the offensive side of the ball
Fortune from was 8-15 with 85
yards and one touchdown pass.
He came in for senior quarterback captain Brandon Fowley from
Bothell, Wash. after Fowley injured
his shoulder at the end of the second quarter.
The touchdown pass from Fortune went to senior red-shirt junior

Kevin Miller (from Seattle, Wash.)
Miller finished with four catches
for 46 yards and a touchdown.
“It was unfortunate he [Foley]
got hurt,” Fortune said. “But I was
ready and excited to get into the
game.”
The 10 points allowed were the
lowest total that the Loggers’ defense allowed since Nov. 13, 2007
against Willamette when they beat
the bearcats 13-7.
It was also the Loggers’ first home
win since Nov. 30, 2010 when they
beat the University of Pacific Boxers 42-31.
The following week the Loggers
traveled to Eagle Rock, Calif. to
play the Occidental Tigers. The
Loggers lost in a 35-32 effort.
Going into the fourth quarter
the Loggers trailed the Tigers by

15. The Loggers’ comeback started eight minutes into the quarter when Hans threw an 11-yard
touchdown pass to sophomore receiver Dustin Harrison (Orange
County, Calif.)
The Loggers recovered junior
kicker Sawyer Petre (Denver,
Colo.) on side kick on the proceeding kickoff. Petre was two for
three on on-side kicks in the game
against the Tigers.
Hans finished the game 34 for 60
with 533 yards passing, five touchdowns and one interception.
When asked about his individual
performance Hans said, “I was upset that we didn’t [win], but after
it was all done I had a lot of fun. It
was a game we should [have] won
though,” said Hans when asked
about his individual performance.
Junior running back Austin Wagner (Yakima, Wash.) left the game
in the first quarter with a knee injury. First year running back Noah
Frazier (Bakersfield, Calif.) replaced Wagner.
The Loggers’ offense finished
with 571 total yards. The run game
for the Loggers produced 35 yards
on 18 attempts. They were averaging 1.8 yards a carry.
Coach Jeff Thomas felt that the
offense was lacking in execution
at the beginning of the Occidental
game, especially in the run game.
“As a team we need to do much
better in the run game,” Thomas
said. “We need to at least rush for
100 yards a game because it will
open up the passing game.”
Against the Stags, the Loggers
finished with 105 rushing yards.
Consistency in the running game
is a future goal for Thomas and his
team.
Thomas is not worried about his
running back scenario. Wagner
will be out for an indefinite amount

of time but Frazier has taken reps
in his absence.
Thomas and Hans agree that Frazier is an extremely talented running back that the fans should keep
a close eye on.
They described some of his runs
as the most spectacular and fun.
The Loggers will have two weeks
to prepare for their conference
opener against the Lewis and Clark
Pioneers on Oct. 4.
The Pioneers lost their first two
games against of the season against
Whitworth and Claremont-M-S.

“Hans finished the game
34 for 60 with 533 yards
passing, five touchdowns.”
The Pioneers has graduated quarterback Keith Welch.
During the two weeks leading up
to the season opener the Loggers
will focus on consistency in their
offense and tightening up their defense.
“Against Claremont we just flew
around and played great team defense. We came up with turnovers
when we needed them,” Gilbert
said. “During the game against Oxy
we drifted away from executing
our specific jobs on defense which
opened up holes for their offense to
attack. Also we had no turnovers.”
There are no first year starters on
the Logger defense this year.
In the last couple of years many
first years started on the Logger defense.
“The maturity of the defense is
the biggest difference from this
year and last year,” Thomas said.
“All the guys on the field have experience in the defensive system;
they understand what their job is.”

Volleyball team stumbles at start of preseason
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Logger volleyball: Kristen Lane rockets up for a kill.

By ROXANNE KRIETZMAN now, and we are looking to beat
After a tough preseason, with
a 1-8 record, the Logger volleyball
team is back and ready to take on
conference play.
First year Katie Rice (Glendora,
Calif.) has her eyes on the prize.
“My goal is to get some wins,”
Rice said. “Our team is really good
compared to the other teams in our
conference and I think we can place
really high.”
The Loggers are currently
ranked as one of the bottom two
teams in the Northwest Conference
but, according to the Loggers Athletics website, the team is projected
to finish second, following Pacific
Lutheran University.
“PLU is ranked nationally right

them,” first year Moira McVicar
(El Dorado Hills, Calif.) said. “If
we aren’t able to completely defeat
them, it should still be a pretty close
game.”
The Loggers played three matches against PLU in both 2012 and
2013. They won two out of the three
games both years.
According to junior Andie
Kenneally (Bend, Ore.), the team’s
match against PLU will be their
most intense of the season.
“PLU and Puget Sound both
play super intense. Nothing drops
without a fight,” Kenneally said.
“It’s all or nothing in those types of
games. That’s the game where everyone comes ready to compete.”
With 14 of their conference
matches still remaining in the sea-

son, the Loggers have a good chance
to make up some lost ground.
“We have amazing blockers, but
we really need to step up our hitting,” first year Maggie Van Wheele
(Sebastopol, Calif.) said. “So, against
Whitman and Whitworth, we are
really focusing on being consistent
and coming out hard and strong.”
With eight first-year players, Van
Wheele attributes their slow start to
the fact that they are a young team.
“We haven’t had the records we
want,” Van Wheele said. “So it is all
about trying to find our flow and
how to mesh.”
With such a big recruiting year,
the team’s rotations this year include
more first-year students.
“The freshmen have a lot of
catching up to do and they have a lot
to learn. They bring so many different dynamics and backgrounds on
to the court,” Kenneally said.
In addition to the new players,
the team is made up of three sophomores, eight juniors and one senior.
Most recently, the Loggers competed at the Trinity Fall Classic at in
Tex. on Sept. 12-13.
Going into the tournament, they
knew it was going to be tough.
“Our coach asked to have a really challenging line up for us,” Van
Wheele said. “So we were playing
some really high-level teams.”
Kenneally compares it to stepping into the unknown, and that’s
what made it especially difficult for
the Loggers.
“There were a lot of different
teams there that we hadn’t played
before. We knew going in that we

weren’t going to be 100 percent prepared,” Kenneally said. “We didn’t
know enough about the other
teams: how they played, who their
biggest hitters were, and who to stay
away from serving at.”
Instead of focusing entirely on
winning, the team aimed more focus toward their mental game.
“We just went in with the mindset of focusing on ourselves,” Kenneally said. “We went in with the
mind-set that ‘we’re here to do what
we’ve been practicing.’ ”
After opening the tournament
with two losses on day one against
Mary-Hardin Baylor and Southwestern, the Loggers came back
ready to play on day two.
They first faced the Texas Lutheran Bulldogs in a five-set match
that resulted in their third loss of the
tournament.
“Our match against the Bulldogs
was definitely our closest and most
competitive game,” Van Wheele
said. “Things finally started to click.”
The Loggers started off the first
set strong, winning 25-17, but then
fell short in the second and third
sets, losing 25-21 and 25-16 respectively.
During the fourth set, The Loggers played neck-and-neck with the
Bulldogs until they managed to pull
ahead and win 25-19 after three
consecutive kills, two by senior Nicolette Reynaud (Los Gatos, Calif.)
and one by junior Shawna Smith
(Longview, Wash.).
The Bulldogs built a four-point
lead in the beginning of the fifth set,
but the Loggers continued to fight

until the end. The score was brought
up to a tie of 6-6 after kills by Smith
and junior Heather Sangster (Los
Altos, Calif.).
Still, they fell short, losing their
last set of the match by only three
points.
Reynaud and Rice led the team
in points, both scoring 14.5. Not far
behind was Sangster who racked up
12 points.
Later that day, the Loggers
closed out the tournament with a
fourth loss to Trinity University.
They averaged a kill percentage
of .020 percent during the three-set
match while Trinity led with .317
percent.
Reynaud, Rice and Sangster each
had 20 total kills, and first year Hannah Stinson (Portland, Ore.) came
out with the highest kill percentage
of .444 percent.
“We learned a lot about our team
chemistry [in Texas],” first year Shelby Kantner (Spokane, Wash.) said.
“We didn’t do as well as we hoped,
but we got a lot figured out.”
Although it was a challenging
weekend, the high-level teams at
the Trinity Fall Classic prepared the
Loggers for what lies ahead in conference play.
“We figured out from Trinity
what exactly we needed to focus on,
and where we need to continue to
develop as a team,” Kenneally said.
The Loggers will continue conference play this evening as they
take on Willamette Bearcats at 7
p.m.
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Students enter dialouge on Ray Rice controversy
By LUKIE CROWLEY
There is not one person in the
world who deserves to be beaten
in any way, and punishment should
apply to any and all abusers even if
they are in positions of power. In
Ray Rice’s case, the NFL player was
punished righteously.
On Feb. 15, Ray Rice knocked
out and spat on then-fiancee Janay
Palmer in a hotel elevator. A few
days later a video, which showed
Rice dragging his wife out of the elevator, became available on TMZ
Sports.
Rice was indicted on a third-degree assault charge, but he only received a two-game suspension from
the NFL. Rice’s actions warranted a
longer suspension.
Roger Goodell, the commissioner of the NFL, admitted he did

wrong and implemented a new
program regarding domestic violence in which a first-time offender would receive a six-game suspension and a second-time offender
would be banned from the NFL.
This program, however, did not apply to Rice.
The Rice case went into a deeper
spiral when TMZ sports released a
second video actually showing Rice
beating Palmer and then going on
to spit on her. Since then, Rice has
been released from the Ravens and
suspended indefinitely from the
NFL.
Ray Rice shouldn’t play in the
NFL this year, next year or ever.
What he did was terrible and he
should face the consequences for
his actions.
“There is no justification for
knocking someone out and spitting on them twice, no justifica-

tion,” first-year student Will Silverstein said.
Why are there players like Rice in
the NFL who do this?
“The cultural expectation that
men should be so tough creates
these outbursts,” Silverstein said.
However, Roger Goodell’s role in
this investigation should not be forgotten.
Goodell is an embarrassment to
the NFL, even if he did not end up
seeing the second video as he has
stated previously.
Goodell followed the domestic
violence policy by originally suspending Rice for only two games.
The fact that Rice was seen dragging Palmer out of an elevator and
admitted to knocking her out deserved a severe punishment immediately. One that overrules the NFL’s
so-called “policy,” as the policy is an
embarrassment to anyone who has

ever been abused.
“I feel like [domestic violence] is
a problem that has been overlooked
for a while…[the players] get off
easier than they should,” first-year
student Maxwell Coleman said.
The players will no longer get off
so easy. The NFL is taking a harsher
stance on domestic violence, and no
matter how much of a high-profile
player you are, the punishment will
be the same for all, as it should be.
“The NFL is the most grossing
sports league in the world and has
lots of power over its followers to
send messages like this, that will not
tolerate domestic violence in their
players,” Rob Korbel, a sophomore
at the University, said. In addition,
every situation off the field for players is magnified.
“The NFL players live in a society where people are obsessed with
their every move, so their off-the-

field actions usually get surfaced
and issues like [the Ray Rice case]
are coming to attention,” Korbel
said.
Not every player is like Rice, but
some do have the same type of ego
and the problems that come along
with that ego.
“With talent comes ego, and with
ego comes a lack of self-awareness.
A league full of extremely talented
people will have a degree of self-unawareness,” Korbel said.
Fans should not boycott their
team just because of one player’s
impulsive actions, though.
The off-field situation is embarrassing, but it should not deter the
successes of the team on the field.
The other players on the team are
exceptionally talented and may not
have issues like Rice.
Rice has finally been punished
correctly, but it was a process that

Puget Sound soccer teams off to a strong start
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Soccer: Girls and guys fight hard for wins last weekend.

By THOMAS OVERTON
Both the Logger soccer squads
are off to a positive start this year
with records of 4-2-1 for the men
and 4-1 for the women. Both teams
played this weekend in Baker Stadium and showed no signs of looking
back from the strong performances
of the first few games of the season.
The lead up to the first men’s
game of the season was a little
rocky as they tied the first game
and lost the next two. It was only
a matter of time before they settled in and resumed their winning
ways with a close 3-2 victory over
Gustavus Adolphus College. Senior
Oliver Field (Portland, Ore.) stole
the show in this game with an impressive hat trick that brought the
Loggers back from a two-goal defi-

cit that they conceded early in the
game. The next game saw the men
return to form when they shut out
Hamline University 3-0. Field featured again among the scorers, followed by teammates Lael Richmond
(Fox Island, Wash.) and Stewart
Miller (Helena, Mont.). The next
game saw the Loggers dominate
the visiting Trinity Lutheran Eagles
8-1. Sean Ryan (Mill Creek, Wash.)
started the fire that singed the Eagles out of the sky with two goals
and an assist. Field found himself
on the score sheet for a sixth time
this year when he scored on a cross
from fellow senior Ryan. The other
scorers included Vincent Von Luehrte (Los Gatos, Calif.), Cameron Lorek (Claremont, Calif.), Ezra
Kraus (Harvard, Mass.) and Pablo
Alguindigue (Minnetonka, Minn.).

The Logger men looked to continue their run of good form at
home against the Pacific University Boxers on Saturday. The Loggers put the pressure on quickly
and were swiftly rewarded as Ryan
scored his fourth goal of the season
only a minute and 30 seconds into
the game.
Nick Campanelli (Mahtomedi,
Minn.) and Andrew White (Steamboat Springs, Col.) combined in the
build-up play to Ryan’s goal, with
White delivering the ball into the
box.
White added another point to
his total for the day, this time on
the receiving end as he scored on
a cross from Connor LaFerrie (Tacoma, Wash.) in the ninth minute.
Landon Gauthier (Fox Island,
Wash.) scored the final goal of the
afternoon for the Loggers when he
received a through ball from White
and scored on a brilliant effort that
found the top corner of the visitor’s
net.
The team outlook that contributed to this win was summed up nicely by Campenelli after the game.
“I would say that we were all really excited to get the conference season underway, and we all felt like
we were in good form,” Campenelli said. “We’re very focused on
achieving our goal of winning our
games one at a time, and this singular team mind-set really helped us
to go and get a win yesterday.”
The Logger women had less of a
struggle en route to a 4-1 record,
conceding only two goals in five
games and shutting out their opponents three times. The ladies started off with a close loss to Chapman
University that saw Amalia Acorda-Fey (Seattle, Wash.) record the

singular goal for the Loggers.
The next game saw the Loggers
reverse their previous result in a
close victory over Northwestern
University. Acorda-Fey recorded
her second goal of the season while
Annie Johnson (Portland, Ore.)
tallied her first of the year to seal
the match for the Loggers.
The wins kept coming for the
Loggers when they defeated their
next two opponents by one goal a
piece.
St. Thomas College was the first
to fall victim to the precision of the
Loggers’ offense with Robin Vieira
(Seattle, Wash.) recording the solitary goal in the match. Cross-town
rivals Pacific Lutheran University
were brushed aside by the Loggers,
with Emma Donckels (Los Altos,
Calif.) recording the lone goal at
home in Baker Stadium.
Leading into this weekend, the
Logger women looked to extend
their three-game winning streak to
four against the Linfield Wildcats at
home in Baker Stadium.
The Loggers put the pressure on

early with venomous shots on goal
from Jonsson and Cassie Winter
(Seattle, Wash.).
The Wildcats were not about to
roll over to the Logger offense as
they produced four shots of their
own in a span of five minutes. The
Loggers defended for all they were
worth and in the end, not a single shot saw daylight between the
sticks of Logger goalkeeper Nesha
Eaton (Portland, Ore.).
After a scoreless first half, the
Loggers came out and dominated
possession. It wasn’t until the 68th
minute that Vieira scored her second goal of the season to put the
Loggers into the lead. Liz Blonden
picked out Vieira with pinpoint accuracy before Vieira slotted the ball
home to score.
The Logger men play again at
home on Sunday, Sept. 21 against
George Fox University and the
women play on Saturday, Sept. 27
also against George Fox University
at 12 p.m.

Logger Men’s
Soccer Schedule
September
Sat
Sun

27
28

at Willamette *
2:30 p.m.
   at Linfield *                2:30 p.m.

October
Sat
Sun

4
5

at Whitman *
at Whitworth *

2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat
Sun

11
18
19
25
26

at Pacific Lutheran *       6:00 p.m.
Whitworth *		
2:30 p.m.
Whitman *		
2:30 p.m.
Linfield *
        2:30 p.m.
Willamette *
        2:30 p.m.

November
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Logger ladies: The women’s soccer team does battle against Chapman, Northwestern and PLU.

Sat
Sun
Sat

1
2
8

at George Fox *
at Pacific (Ore.) *
Pacific Lutheran *

1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
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Birkenstock-wearing kid
named most fashionable
student on campus
By HUTCH THE GREAT
Back by popular demand, we
at The Flail are naming the most
fashion-forward student on
campus. Last year’s contest was
a nail-biter, but we were glad
to proclaim people who wore
Crocs as our winners! This year,
we again went with the theme of
stylish shoes, which we know will
always be popular in our consistent and not-at-all fickle society.
While we know that most people
out there will say we exaggerated
the popularity of this shoe, we
are absolutely confident in saying that yes, we really did inflate
its popularity among students.
But I digress. It was unanimous
here amongst our staff about
which individual was most deserving of this great honor: that
kid who wears Birkenstocks!
For those of you who are
not in the know, Birkenstocks
have a long and glorious history even surpassing that of science’s last gift to our species
(hint: we are again referring to
the ever-popular and long-lasting fashion craze of the Croc).
First invented by Andrew Hole
Birkenstock (A. Hole for short)
they were originally made as an alternative to other comfortable yet
practical shoes, but without much
success. While the knowledge
that Birkenstocks are unpopular
is expected amongst most sane
people, this isn’t the full story.
A new character enters this epic
tale: The Hipster. Until the rise of
the mysterious creature known as
The Hipster, people had not come
to know the joy of Birkenstocks.
The Hipster started this fashion
trend to be different from society (ironically ending up exactly
like each other) to deal with their
crippling sense of insecurities.
Oh, those crazy kids with their
fun fads. We all know these
people, the ones who drink their
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Birkenstocks: Honestly, this is the most stylish thing out there.
organic-fair-trade-double-soy
latte. You know, the ones who
are way cooler than—let’s be
honest here—
all of us mere
mortals. In those days, they
were who we all wanted to be.
Now, we have finally come to discover Birkenstocks and can reach
The Hipster’s self-enlightened
state of disinterest we once strove
for. That is why I went out to hear
from our students just how much
they love this new trend. Their
answers may just surprise you.
Here are some of the best quotes:
“They aren’t even really that
comfortable. I just got them to
seem cooler than I felt I was.”
“Psh, I totally already had
Birkenstocks before anyone else.
I’m kind of a big deal on campus.”
“They almost make wearing
socks
with
opentoed
shoes
acceptable!”
“So far, they really are my
favorite things about college. Except, well, anything
else that you could ever do.”
“What I’m about to say may be
unpopular to some, dooming me
to live a life of being a social recluse, but I really think they are
just sandals with an extra strap.
Wait, are you writing this down?”
Getting to hear from all these
students really showed how truly

infatuated this community is with
Birkenstocks. But, there was a
darker undertone to the otherwise happy consensus for the love
of the magnificent, versatile shoesandal footwear: most students
do not wear Birkenstocks. This
shocking revelation is something
that the bulk of the crazed individuals who wear them refuse to
accept about their beloved shoe
which is clearly a completely
rational thought, because obviously these people have a right
to make you love their sh** too.
After all, as the old saying goes,
you’re entitled to your opinion
unless it is in any way speaking
badly about or even remotely
hinting at the idea that Birkenstocks are not the most spectacular thing we have ever worn.
So, if you have an obscure and/
or generally disliked fashion statement that you think people have
to wear, do not be silent about it.
Be aggressive, be loud, and do not
let other people tell you that you
need to back off. No, if you want
to have your favorite piece of
clothing gain immense and random popularity for a short period
of time, you need to force that
message down people’s throats.

Vegans victimized
by Dining Services
By COWMAN BLACKMAILER
Recently, dining services cut out
some vegan options, namely the
dough used in The Cellar’s pizza. A
sign was erected next to the cash
register in an attempt to raise student awareness about this wrongdoing.
“I’m a vegan,” a Cellar employee
said, “I won’t change that, and I deserve the same opportunities that a
non-vegan is given. If I want pizza,
why can’t I have it too?”
Many assumed the issue had
come from a lack of funding, but
were outraged to find out the truth
behind the cutbacks resided in
the hiring of a new chef and his
own beliefs. Upon contacting the
new head chef, Ryan Saltman, we
learned these decisions had come
from a deeply personal conviction.
“I can’t stand when someone
tries to tell me how to live my life,”
Saltman said. “I had a vegan roommate back when I was in college,
who made smug comments when I
ate McDonald’s in our dorm… It’s
not like I didn’t know it was bad for
me, I just didn’t care. I always tried
to secretly get him to eat bits of
meat in hopes he could be converted back, but was never successful.
Now as head chef, I can finally do
something about all these vegans.”
In his interview, Saltman appeared to hold radical views as to
how those who live a vegan lifestyle should be treated. He told reporters that his plan to “thin the
herd” began with removing some
vegan options from the menu.
Then he hoped to exile the “picky
eaters” into their own residence
hall where they would be removed
from the non-vegans and unable
to spread their propaganda. Eventually, he revealed that he hoped
to “save everyone who could be
saved, and expel the rest.”
“Was there any screening done
when they hired this guy?” Puget
Sound student Eliza Donaldson
said “And what does he think of
vegetarians?”
In our interview, Saltman was
ready with a response to the latter
question.
“They [vegetarians] haven’t

quite reached the final stages of
their disease and I do believe that
vegetarians can be saved, but they
should be watched carefully.”
In response to Saltman’s comments, students began a campaign
to get this dietary elitist fired. Vegans and non-vegans alike gathered
together in a heartwarming march
through the S.U.B. attempting to
raise awareness for their cause.
“It’s great to see all these students with different dietary beliefs
out here united under the same
cause,” an anonymous employee of
dining services said. “Hopefully by
joining forces they will be successful.”
Fortunately, the student’s voices
were heard, and Saltman’s hearing
with the administration to decide
his fate is set to occur next Monday.
“The school chose me to wield
this power; I don’t think that they
will take it away so easily,” Saltman
said.
Rumors have surfaced that Saltman was hired specifically to rid
the school of vegans, although
nothing has been confirmed. The
school refuses to comment on any
events regarding dining services
since the hiring of Saltman—even
his previous decision to lace one in
every eight vegan dishes with animal products.
“This thing goes all the way to
the top,” student Andrew Krasley
said.
While this may seem extreme,
Krasley is not the only believer in
this theory. Many students at the
rally voiced their concern that
their own school may be attempting to force vegans out.
Continuing his assault, Saltman
claimed it would be easy enough
to keep out prospective vegan
students since affirmative action
doesn’t apply to dietary decisions.
“We can reject all the vegans we
want, as long as other we keep up
other forms of diversity,” Saltman
said.
With students and school divided, the decision made in Saltman’s hearing will mark a defining
moment for the direction of the
school.

University responds to slow Wi-Fi with S.U.B. renovation
By AUDREY KAUFMAN
Last year, the University of
Puget Sound conducted a survey in which they asked students
how they thought campus life
could best be improved. The most
common requests? Better food
and better Wi-Fi connection.
The campus administration heard
these complaints and fervently
started brainstorming solutions. It
took a lot of time and a lot of money,
but students finally got what they
wanted: the Wheelock Student Center renovations are now complete.
Two deli stations, an additional
upstairs seating area and, yes,
what we’ve all been asking for,
begging for and waiting for: an
expanded Grab-And-Go station.
Naturally, such drastic changes will
take some time to get used to, but
for those mourning the Student
Union Building of last year, don’t
worry, because not everything has
changed. The two deli stations still

have exactly the same amount of
foccacia and ciabatta bread that
the one deli station had last year.
Sophomore
Dana
Donnelly spoke on the renovations.
“I’m on season three of Breaking
Bad and I haven’t been able to connect to Netflix to finish streaming
it. Don’t tell me what happens, you
cannot tell me what happens. Someone spoiled the ending of the Sopranos to me a week ago and I’m still
upset. Can I have a router? What’s
a router? What’s guest-access? How
do I use an ethernet cable? What’s
an ethernet cable?” Donnelly said.
Unbeknownst to Donnelly,
streaming quality has actually dramatically improved. You
can now stream 50 different flavors of Dr. Pepper from the new
Coke Freestyle Beverage Stations.
“I never used to drink CherryVanilla flavored coke, but now
I have it every day,” Sophomore
Ethan Boulay said. “Or like twice a
day. Three times a day sometimes.
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Perfection: The new S.U.B.
I like it. I like it a lot. I have a lot of
energy now. It’s great. I love cherryvanilla coke, love it, love it, love it.”
Despite the drastic measures
the University is taking to improve campus life, some students

have managed to find faults.
“They didn’t label the sourdough
bagels last year and they haven’t
labeled the sourdough bagels this
year,” Donnelly said. “I don’t like
sourdough bagels, but I eat them
almost every day. Sometimes I’ll try
to get a sourdough bagel in hope
that it’s not a sourdough bagel,
but it’s usually a sourdough bagel.”
The University handles complaints like Donnelly’s by addressing the problems head-on.
“In addition to expanded kitchen
space on the first floor, the addition includes a second floor
seating area for 200 people as
well as new staff offices,” a statement from the University read.
If there’s anything that has struck
a chord with Puget Sound students, it’s the second floor seating area. At noon on a weekday
afternoon, it’s almost impossible
to get a table there, or anywhere
in the S.U.B. for that matter.
Architecturally,
the
second

floor seating area is clean, modern and simple, free of blemishes
like charging outlets and trash
cans. Sunlight streams in through
the windows four days a year.
The cozy booths have been replaced with around two dozen
tables meant for you and six of
your closest friends. Those heavy
wooden chairs have been replaced with lightweight models which one could only describe as “Ikea kitchenware chic.”
With the new renovations, the
University must deal with a different, more ominous problem: now
that they’ve created the perfect oncampus experience, what’s next?
Like Beyoncé, the University
now must grapple with the biggest problem it has ever faced,
bigger than Wi-Fi, or chairs or
treating students with seasonalaffective disorder: they must find
a way to improve on perfection.
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Back on air: an update from KUPS’s General Manager
By Chloe Ginnegar

K

UPS is back on air after a summer hiatus that included exciting new construction projects,
the creation of new Core Staff positions and a move to expand programming hours for the Fall semester.
With the start of a new academic year comes the influx
of club activity and sign-ups.
KUPS has dove right back in to
campus life with an eventful Log
Jam, a jam-packed interest meeting in Rausch Auditorium on Sept.
9 and tabling in the Wheelock Student Center on Fridays at lunch.
It seems that many are excited
about The Sound coming back on air.
“Fall is one of the most exciting

times for KUPS, we have a really good
set of returning DJs and a great crop
of new talent ready to hit the airwaves.
On top of that we’ve recently been
able to acquire some state-of-the-art
equipment that will allow us to sound
the best we possibly can,” Assistant
Programmer Liam O’Mahoney said.
Last year, KUPS worked to expand its presence both on campus
and off through the development
of In-Studio performances and collaborations with local musicians.
KUPS also held its first pledge drive
last spring under the guidance of former General Manager Kim Clancy
’14. The funds raised have allowed
the station to invest in new equipment. To start this year off, the station has prioritized community in-

volvement and diverse programming
through the creation of two new positions to add to the team: In-Studio
Director and Local Music Director.
Senior Logan Miller has been an integral part in the development and implementation of on-air performances
and interviews since his sophomore
year as the Loud Rock Music Director.
He is the first In-Studio Director and has been working diligently with various members of
the station to book performances.
In relation to why KUPS has chosen
to expand this part of operations, Miller said “In-Studios give KUPS a lot of
character because not only are they a
chance for the station to take full advantage of their resources but they are
hosted, facilitated, and run complete-

ly by our student staff. You can hear
a band you like play live but you can
also hear your friend interview them.
Plus, they are also open to the public.”
A major element of KUPS’s dedication to live performances is a refocus towards the local music scene.
The increased attention to northwest
music was spearheaded last spring by
Jeanne-Marie Joubert, who recognized an opportunity for the station to
become much more actively involved
in the vibrant community we all live in.
Joubert plans to work directly with
DJs of all genres to connect them with
local music and events that are appropriate for their specific interests.
The station is also working towards
holding more community-based
events at local venues or pizza shops

where KUPS can provide a forum
that introduces students to local
bands and music-oriented endeavors.
The station received a much needed
and appreciated face-lift that included
new carpeting, painting and storage.
All the music directors have been
busy the last few weeks working diligently on the organization of 1000s of
CDs which has been a great way for all
of staff to familiarize themselves with
the history of the station and its integral
role on campus for the last 46 years.
KUPS was back on air starting
Monday, Sept. 22 at 7 a.m. with
new DJs, first-year students Hannah Houser and Chloe Pearson.
You can find KUPS The Sound
at 90.1 FM or stream online at
www.KUPS.net
and
iTunes.
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Kitttredge Gallery featuring art by Marita Dingus and Sarah Gilbert
By CASEY DEY

Kittredge Art Gallery currently
features two exhibits of works by
Marita Dingus and Sarah Gilbert.
Take a break from the Race and
Pedagogy Conference and explore
these unique quilts and fences made
of recycled materials, and glass
orbs with detailed painted designs.
Kittredge is open, free of charge,
today from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Saturday, Sept. 27 from noon to
5 p.m. Sept. 27 is also the last
day to experience these exhibits.
Dingus’ “They Still Hold Us”
features the use of recycled materials shaped and arranged
into elaborate quilts, fences
and other wall decorations.
Dingus’ work addresses the issue of recycling, not just in terms
of trash and art, but also in terms
of human lives. The items she
uses are things typically “cast
off,” just as many might consider
certain human lives worthless.
Coming from an AfricanAmerican background, Dingus
said her people are still “shackled and fenced” in slavery.
“How can you prevent these attacks and move forward?” she said.
Though beautiful from a distance, her work is quite dark once
the metaphor is realized. You might

think of flowers as light and joyful, but these flowers are dark and
heavy, wind-blown and jammed
uncomfortably into the fences.
Most striking in this exhibit
are the skeleton fences on the
gallery’s back wall. In light of
the topic of slavery and imprisonment, these “fences” present
an imposing and lasting image.
Dingus has received numerous awards and honors for her
works, and has even been featured
from the Museum of Glass here
in Tacoma to the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, D.C.
Gilbert’s works in the Small Gallery, on the other hand, explore the
concept of “home,” as she currently
finds herself between her home in
Tacoma and her home in New York.
“This body of work is the beginning of what will be a long exploration into what makes a place
feel like home. The further I look
into this concept the more I realize I have just begun to explore the
possibilities…but through making this work I want to explore
what it is that makes you connect with a place,” Gilbert said.
Each orb in Gilbert’s pieces
has the image of a person on one
side and a street name or building or stencil drawing of a child
with a balloon or the like on

the other. The exception is a series of orbs hanging from metal
signs. “Bike Ride” features various buildings, store-fronts and
street signs from the perspective of someone riding a bike.
She used a process called “cameo engraving,” a slow and challenging procedure that is more
traditional. Before photography,
this was the way to capture someone’s likeness, other than painting.
“This process has proven specifically appropriate for me to
make this work because of the
history behind the process and
because the time put into each
piece turns into almost a meditation on the subject,” Gilbert said.
“I enjoy the process of making and how the physicality of
the process can leave distinct
marks from the maker. These
marks make each work individual
and unique in their own right.”
Sarah Gilbert is a glass artist
and head technician at the Museum of Glass here in Tacoma,
repairing and maintaining all the
glass-working equipment. She
earned a B.F.A. in glass and sculpture from Rochester Institute of
Technology in 2005, and this year
was a nominee for the Greater Tacoma Community Foundation’s
annual Foundation of Art Award.
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Gallery installation: Marita Dingus’ installation casts shadows
on the wall as part of the exhibit’s curation.
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Pablo Menéndez and his band Mezcla bring a night of
Cuban sound two decades in the making to Puget Sound
By JAMeS KANeR
Anyone walking past Schneebeck
Concert Hall Tuesday, Sept. 16 may
have been treated to the smooth
sounds of Afro-Cuban music drifting through the hall’s open windows.
Those seated inside, however, had
front-row seats to a free concert for a
band that has been touring for nearly
three decades and has delighted au-

diences all over the world with their
unique brand of Afro-Cuban jazz.
In an event almost 20 years in the
making, singer/songwriter Pablo
Menéndez and his hit band Mezcla spoke and sang about diversity,
togetherness and what ultimately
keeps cultures apart. The focus was
on the economic and travel embargo with Cuba, which the band has
had an extensive experience with.

It’s impossible to say how many
lives have been affected by the
U.S.’s blockade of Cuba, but an
example of the embargo’s negative consequences can be seen
in the adversity Menéndez and
his band have had to overcome.
Originally slated to perform on
the University of Puget Sound campus back in Spring of 1995, Menéndez ultimately had to cancel at the
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Music embargo: Menéndez was orignially booked to play at Puget Sound in 1995, but relations
between the United States and Cuba prevented his performance here until recently

last minute due to an immigration
snafu in which he and his band,
along with famed Afro-Cuban singer Lázaro Ros, were denied visas.

This was a main point of discussion on Tuesday night, along
with talks about the waning effect Cuban culture has had on
modern America and what the
term “World Music” really means.
When discussing U.S./Cuban relations before the embargo, Menéndez spoke fondly of the Cubaninfluenced hit songs of the 60s and
of the successful careers of Cuban
actors such as Desi Arnaz, best
known for playing Ricky Ricardo
in the hit show “I Love Lucy.” He
lamented that Cuba’s popularity has
sadly deteriorated over the years.
University of Puget Sound Professor of Politics and Government Don Share and Professor
of Latin American Studies John
R. Lear both had to a lot say in
response to Menéndez’s talk.
“Menendez is certainly correct
that the U.S. economic blockade on Cuba—in place since the
early 1960s—has limited the U.S.
public’s knowledge about Cuban culture,” Share said. However,
Share went on to point of that the
blockade is perhaps not the key
reason why Americans haven’t
been exposed to Cuban culture.
Lear agreed, saying, “The U.S. economic and travel embargo of Cuba—
in place since the early 1960s—has
definitely limited the cultural influence Cuba has had on the U.S. That
doesn’t mean that Cuban culture is
not known in the U.S., or isn’t felt
indirectly through the presence of
an exile community, but the relationship is not as direct and full as
it would be without the embargo.”

Later in the night, Menéndez
spoke about the concept of “World
Music” and how the term is often
misrepresented in popular culture. He describes his experiences
in the past when he tells people he
plays Cuban-inspired music and
they ask if he plays salsa music.
“Culture is not a race thing,”
Menéndez explained. He recounted
his talks with people who automatically assumed he played salsa.
He explained that many different
types of foreign music often include
themes of foreign debt, political
corruption and societal standing.
“Something to explore is how nonmusical factors affect our understanding of musical cultures,” School
of Music Director Keith Ward said.
Tuesday night’s cultural-centric
event led the audience to recognize the importance other cultures
have on their own and the damaging effects blockades can have.
“Cultural
exchanges
should
bring peoples and nations together—and never be subject to
embargoes,” Lear said when asked
what he believed the most important lesson of the night was.
It took Menéndez and Mezcla
nearly 20 years to finally play a
crowded Schneebeck concert hall
filled with students, adults and
families alike. Now they are off to
bigger and better venues all over
the U.S., but its safe to say that after
a night filled with great music and
important lessons they’ll be back
by popular demand before long.

Students Summer research from
Bianca Jarvis and karina harper
By eVAN BOuCHeR
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Afro-Cuban: Pablo Menéndez creates a unique ﬂair while
including themes of pressing international political issues

This summer, two students created stunning works of art as part
of the University’s summer research program. After applying
for and being awarded summer research grants in the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, seniors
Bianca Jarvis and Karina Harper
devoted ten weeks to the research
of a subject of their choosing.
Harper took the opportunity to
travel to France, inspired by native
Henri Toulouse-Lautrec’s empathetic portraiture of the late 1800s,
hoping to locate or create a fuller
understanding of what the portrait means in today’s increasingly
digital and shutter-happy society.
“I don’t know if they even really exist anymore,” Harper said.
However, while the careful and
deliberately crafted portrait may occupy an ambiguous space in the context of our rapid and vapid vortexes
of effortless self-imaging, Harper
has managed to create one solemn
meditation that seeks to move beyond this superﬁciality. She thinks
there is still room for portraits to
mean more, to stand out against the
everyday backdrop of snapshots.
“People almost want to go back
a little bit…They want to see how
other people see them, and it’s almost impossible now…people
want more, [they] want to know
what people really think, what
they really see,” Harper said.
Looking at the ﬁnal image produced, the culmination of months
of sketching in cities and quietly
journaling on trains, it seems that
Harper has succeeded in giving her
audience a sense of this otherwise
inaccessible, personal vision that the
world seems to be clamoring for—
a self-image produced by someone

else, perhaps more honest than the
self can be on its own.
While it could be said that the image is simply a lithograph of her
boyfriend sitting at a desk looking at
a MacBook, the power of the piece
goes far beyond what might be implied by this simple description.
This complexity is evident when
one looks at it closely, as hundreds of small lines moving in all
possible directions gradually and
delicately come together, sometimes joining larger ones, to suggest the unique, decisively corporeal human form that Harper
spent this summer exploring.
Harper used this opportunity to experiment with lithography, a laborious and archaic kind of printmaking that
involves carving lines into stones.
While she did encounter some
issues in the process, her research
grant allowed her to use materials
which are unavailable on campus
while not having to worry about
the consequences of running into
trouble in unfamiliar territory.
In contrast to Harper’s work,
the approach that Bianca Jarvis
took is more cerebral, although
no less visually impressive.
In a project obliquely titled
“Copperplate Etching: Researching Traditional and Modern Techniques and Exploring Philosophical Concepts,” Jarvis explored
questions of death, time, and
once again corporeality—problems related to the personal body.
Combining “copperplate etching
technique and process, [post-Kantian German philosopher] Hegel’s
concept of absolute spirit and lastly
the development of the idea that the
human body is merely a concept of
the self,” Jarvis created a series of
images focusing on the body which

explore how meaning is conferred
onto bodies, and particularly the
female body and its sexualization.
Hegel’s absolute spirit, a kind
of collective consciousness that
exists in time but not space, fueled both philosophical and artistic aspects of Jarvis’ work.
Moving from the premises that
“death created time, and that our
bodies are conﬁning vehicles used
to accomplish or do what our mind/
soul needs to express,” Jarvis
sketched and etched nude ﬁgures
in varying poses to determine the
effect—and affect—that the poses
had on both herself and the viewer.
For Jarvis, process held a central
role in this exploration as well as
philosophy and subject matter itself.
Copper etching is a printmaking
technique in which copper plates are
polished and coated, etched into and
then submersed in acid, to which
the copper reacts and preserves
the marks made in the coating.
Time—a big theme in Jarvis’ work and Hegel’s philosophy—is important here too, as
the longer the plate is submerged
the darker the image will be.
Rather than a single ﬁnal work,
Jarvis’ project is expressed through
a series of images, exploring ﬁgurative poses as well as various
kinds of abstraction of the form.
While the connection to Hegel is
not the most easily identiﬁable aspect of her work, there does seem
to be an interplay of time and space,
of matter and non-matter, of the
body and something beyond it.
Snippets from her portfolio include full-ﬂedged ﬁgure drawings,
geometric forms intersecting colorful wormholes and sometimes bodies still in the process of dissolving.

